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2018 Fall Conference at a Glance!
We're busy getting ready for this year's Fall Conference which starts 2 months from today! Still
lots and and lots to finalize but here's a hint of what to expect.
Authors Include:
Tuesday Keynote Speaker
Valerie Jarrett, Finding My Voice, Viking
Wednesday Kids Breakfast
Jerry Craft, New Kid, HarperCollins
Monica Hesse, The War Outside, Little, Brown and Company
David Ezra Stein, Interrupting Chicken and the Elephant of Surprise, Candlewick
Thursday Lunch
Andre Dubus III, Gone So Long, WW Norton

AND so many more!
Registration opens in Early August but here are
a few more details, including hotels.

NEIBA
Best Sellers
for the week ended

Sunday July 22, 2018
Based on reporting from the independent booksellers of
NEIBA and IndieBound

NEIBA and IndieBound

Click

HERE for list

Help Wanted
Trident Booksellers & Cafe:
Full-time and Part-time Bookseller
Positions Available
After experiencing a fire and undergoing an extensive renovation and remodel, we’re back! The
Trident is scheduled to reopen in August and we are looking to fill a variety of new positions for
our growing team.
Trident is searching for people interested with books and working in a quirky environment. If
you’re someone who enjoys talking about books, reading the latest titles, and wants to help
customers find their next great read, then Trident is the place for you! Minorities are strongly
encouraged to apply.
A Newbury Street staple for 34 years, our fast-paced, high energy restaurant has three dining
rooms, a bar with wine and beer by the bottle and on tap and a busy and growing public and
private events schedule. We offer Free Wi-Fi and we’re the last independent bookstore in
Boston Proper. Be sure to check out our website at www.TridentBooksCafe.com before
applying, and tell us why you’d like to join our team.
To apply for bookseller positions go to http://tridentbookscafe.com/about_us.html to
download our application. Resumes can be attached, but are not necessary. Email your
completed application to Clarissa at bookemployment@tridentbookscafe.com.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MIT Press Bookstore: Part-time Bookseller (21 hours)
MIT Press Bookstore is looking for a book-loving, customer- and community-oriented
bookseller, who is adaptable and prepared to be involved in many aspects of running a
bookstore, to join a small, dynamic team. The job needs someone who can work weekends.
MIT Press Bookstore sells books from the MIT Press and from a wide range of mostly scholarly
and academic publishers, and we are a resource for the communities of MIT and Cambridge.
The bookseller role entails sales, merchandising, and clerical duties and there is an expectation
that the successful candidate will build their knowledge of MIT Press books and publishing
disciplines; using a POS system; ordering, shipping, and receiving inventory; stocking and
merchandising shelves, providing general clerical support; and representing the bookstore at
off-site events.
Apply HERE
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